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ABOUT CASSADY
Cassady Cayne is a bestselling spiritual author, soulpreneur
and lightworker, creator of Twin Flames 11:11. Her sudden
spiritual awakening unexpectedly connected her with the
love and support of the universe and gradually took her
from complete obscurity to assisting people all over the
world in healing and uplifting their journey.
In just a few short years, Cassady’s work has gone on to
reach millions of readers worldwide, with over 3 million
YouTube views and close to half a million followers across
social media.
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BESTSELLING AUTHOR
After receiving the direct guidance, support and love of the
universe changed Cassady’s life beyond recognition, she
seeks to share that help with others. Through channeled
writing, guidance and healing sessions, Cassady’s work
focuses on empowering people to unlock their divine
purpose, connect with their intuition and live their highest
path.
Her bestselling book “The Universe Speaks, Are You
Listening?” was published on Hay House/Penguin Random
House in 2020.

Live Speaking
KEY NOTES

Cassady is an engaging live speaker who enjoys interacting
with the audiences. As a spiritual intuitive, she brings the
extra “magic” to a presentation.
As an experienced spiritual energy healer, intuitive and
author with a background in psychology and history Cassady is well versed in and loves to speak on a number of
subjects.
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Media Opportunities

Cassady has been featured across many media channels,
podcasts, shows, interviews and online summits. After
working with energy, guidance and mindset changed her
own life dramatically for the better, Cassady is passionate
about sharing positivity with as many people as possible.
We receive a high number of media requests for Cassady
each month, and her schedule is exceedingly busy. We
therefore prioritize outlets and projects with a high reach
and/or a profile that Cassady personally resonates with.

CONTACTING THE TEAM
The team receive daily requests for interviews, so in order
to help us know if this is the correct match, please provide
the following in an email to media@cassadycayne.com:
Your publication/podcast title and a link
The content and topic you want Cassady to talk about
Who your audience is
How you will promote this
Your social media following and reach
List size and how often the content will be sent out
Your time zone and link to your scheduler
Your contact details
The type of interview: written, verbal, audio or video
The length of the interview
When the interview will be live

FOR

Promotional Inquiries

If you are contacting the team about collaborating with
Cassady on an affiliate deal or promoting your product,
please mark your email “Product promotion” and provide a
link to your site, product and briefly describe your desired
nature of collaboration.
Please know that Cassady is highly selective in what she
promotes or shares - she has so far chosen to only promote
two outside services to her audience. She only features
what she personally has tried and verified to be high
vibrational and or useful to her followers.

